ABSTRACT Conway's Law states that in successful software projects, the organizational structure of programmer teams corresponds to the architecture of the developed system. It means that, ideally, each developer team works on its software module, and only on that module. We propose an approach to assess the difference between code structure and organizational structure. It is based on agglomerative clustering of modules and developers, followed by the search for best possible mapping between the groups. We applied the approach to a number of popular open source projects. The results show that these projects hardly obey Conway's law, due to the scale-free nature of both types of deduced networks, i.e., of software modules and the developers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Establishing efficient and stable teams structure in an organization is a challenge requiring technical, psychological, sociological and managerial skills, all combined. When applied to software development process, this challenge takes on extra dimension, given the fact that software functionality is constantly under demand to be changed in the course of a project. This brings new risks and causes some 80% projects to fail or undergo substantial redesign.
The problem of evolving demands has been addressed in many ways, notably by agile project management methodologies. But, irrespectively of project size and implemented methodology, change requests for functionality boil down to making changes in the source code -and efficiency of this operation is crucial. It has been observed by Conway [1] that such changes are made quickest and safest if carried out by developers from a single team, rather than by developers located in different teams. Consequently, firms with organizational structure that corresponds to code structure perform best. Or to put it another way, the software designed by an organization always has the structure reflecting the structure of that organization.
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A. RELATED WORK
This commonsense observation, called the Conway's Law, has been verified positively in many ways. The paper [2] advocates appropriateness of Conway's observations and is a good example of a detailed analysis of the law for geographically distributed projects. In such setting, change requests assigned to a set of geographically distributed programmers are particularly vulnerable to delay and all sorts of mistakes. These are caused by time shift as well as cultural mismatch: difference in communication style and form, and prejudice leading to distrust and reluctance in communication. Consequently, people and techniques delegated for remote collaboration must be carefully chosen and monitored.
Optimal allocation of tasks to geographically distant teams is one of central problems in distributed software development (DSD) a.k.a. global software development (GSD) processes. There exist many review papers based on case studies, on how it can be managed effectively. Jiménez et al. [3] enumerate challenges that mainly fall into project management domain, but with special emphasis on maintaining efficient communication and sharing knowledge effectively. A similar study [4] provides a rank list of barriers for DSD/GSD, based on their frequency in literature. These are: lack of proper communication, lack of adequate documentation, lack of software compatibility and architecture mismatch. Similarly, [5] presents results from personal surveys on DSD project management practices. The general classification of task allocation approaches discerns three kinds of them: followthe-sun, development-phase-based and -last but not the least -module-based, which proves that Conway's law had always been considered true and universal. Another recent literature-based study [6] develops a structure of key challenges in DSD, where one of them, ''Task Allocation'' is a clear and sole link between ''Modularity'' and ''Organization'' entities -which further proves that Conway's law is a valuable component in DSD management.
Conway's law can be used to assess efficiency of an organization and point out spots needing improvement. The book [7] introduces various techniques to present visually dependencies between the source code and involvement of developers, also over time. One of them is to display code hierarchy and development effort on a single plane, as in Fig. 1 . It serves to detect code modules that are maintained by developers from different teams at the same timethese are the bottlenecks. Moreover, one should not increase the staff allocated to development of such modules, as it would escalate the reason of the delay and put whole project at jeopardy. And so the mythical man month rule [8] holds: throwing more resources into wrong tasks cannot actually speed up development, and on the contrary.
The phenomenon of open source projects hosted on sites like github.com is particularly intriguing in the context of Conway's law. Many of those projects are a big success, despite the apparent lack of effort for organizing developers into teams. We could conclude, teams organize themselves spontaneously around tasks, and since those tasks concern software modules, teams naturally follow Conway's law. But there is more to that. The study [9] shows it is a specific way of communication that gives open source developers the incentive to act. The communication is only in written form, and it concerns only coding activities -pretty different from experience of a developer working in the office (corridors, coffee machine and cafeteria included). It is the continuous messaging that nudges open source developers to contribute. Version control messages are their stimuli, as is discussion for Wikipedia authors.
Depriving developers of verbal communication paradoxically improves performance in case of culturally diverse teams. This has been observed in [3] ; the authors conclude that modern project management and version control software leave little room for misunderstandings. Additionally, Alajrami et al. [10] provide scoring method for overall developer ''distance'', which combines distances in geographical, temporal and cultural aspects. However, all references provided so far except [9] concerned closed-source projects.
B. SOCIAL SIDE OF DEVELOPMENT
One could expect that developers on github.com form teams that correspond to modular code structure, following the ergonomics rule Conway's law is based on. However, observed networks of developers are often far different from hierarchical, and without clear partitioning of everyone's role across modules. The paper [11] presents analysis of developer collaboration network properties. Such network can be deduced from developers' commits to the code modules, combined with information about relationships between modules. It has been found that the collaboration network exhibits all typical properties of complex networks, similar to e.g. Facebook social graph, Internet structure or neural connections in brain. According to [12] and [13] , complex networks are :
• scale-free -node degree distribution is power-law, leading to existence of extremely well connected nodes, in contrast to a multitude of meagerly connected ones;
• small-world -average shortest path length is small, even for extremely big networks;
• locally dense -peripheral nodes tend to form small but well-connected communities. The first of the above features manifests in existence of developers that interact with huge number of modules. Joblin et al. [11] perform detailed inspection of the context in which developers interact with the code, and classify them as follows: core, peripheral ones, isolated ones, and absent. Temporal network analysis is performed to discover transition probabilities between those classes. It is also found that complex network properties wane or diminish for projects experiencing some hardships, or in initial phase.
Our contribution refers to previous work, mainly to [11] . We check the observations made there about scale-free nature of developer collaboration network. We extend that work by considering at the same time a network of module dependencies as a separate entity. We compare semanticbased reconstruction of module dependency network applied in [11] with our approach, which is based on static code analysis, i.e. when one module explicitly declares dependence on another. We consider such approach more objective than term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) method [14] , [11] , which represents rather subjective perception of modules similarity than actual dependency.
Our main goal is to find the best mapping between network of developers and network of software modules, according to Conway's law. Accuracy of such mapping can be understood as a score of project conformance to Conway's Law. We try to observe this score for a number of successful open source projects. First, we present the data and tools used in our study in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we propose methods of matching the two networks and means to assess accuracy of the match. Results of github.com projects analysis with our approach get presented in Sec. IV. We conclude the work in Sec. V.
II. DATA USED
Project hosting website github.com has been used as the sole source of data. As a repository of over 2 million software projects, and with over 30 million users, github.com provides complete current and historical data of source code development activity. Code development and versioning for a project is done in branches, i.e. parallel instances of the code, whereas there exists always an official, or master branch. Developers work on the code by making commits, i.e. registered changes.
Most of the projects have a dominant implementation language, and get classified on github.com according to that language. We decided to analyze a number of projects written in Javascript (JS) and in Python. Both languages are really popular; JS is used mostly for browser-based applications, while Python serves for implementation of various libraries and tools. Project metrics get compared in Tab. 1. In some cases, only selected, important and self-contained parts of projects have been chosen for analysis. Provided numbers of developers and source files refer only to parts of projects being subject to analysis. We have counted only current files that have commit records; likewise we counted only developers that have commits to such files. Numbers of commits and stars provided in the following columns refer to whole projects, and serve as auxiliary information about project size and popularity.
The considered JS projects are:
• Airbnb 1 A guide with examples, coordinated by Airbnb, on how to write Javascript in a consistent style.
• freeCodeCamp 2 Code base by a non-profit community created to teach adults programming skills.
• NodeJS 3 Source code of a standalone runtime environment for JS programs.
• Omi 4 A new, compact framework for web application GUI programming -by Tencent.
• React 5 An older framework for web application GUI programming -open sourced by Facebook. The considered Python projects are:
• Keras 6 A high-level library for artificial neural network creation, training and use.
• TensorFlow Models 7 A set of official, example models that use TensorFlow, a widely recognized framework for machine learning.
• youtube-dl 8 A popular command line tool for downloading content from YouTube and other media sites. The selection was done among projects currently popular in terms of downloads, and with aim to cover extremely large undertakings as well as smaller but prospective ones. In fact, freeNodeCamp is the largest project ever in terms of active number of Github users. Paradoxically, only ten JS developers get qualified for our analysis. This is because most activity there is focused on creation of programming guides, which is in line with the spirit of the project. Moreover, one can observe that in some projects the number of developers is larger -sometimes much larger -than the number of source files. This is counterintuitive, yet had to be supported by our approach.
Source code analysis requires preliminary data cleaning. Certain files and developers are discarded -for example, one needs to get rid of ubiquitous, artificial ''developers'' like noreply@github.com. Still more language-specific rules must be applied for semantic analysis of code dependence. Finally, files with no commit records, and programmers with no commits to qualified files, get dropped. 
III. PROPOSED ANALYTIC APPROACH
In order to make quantitative assessments about how well Conway's law holds for a given software project, we need to come up with module and developer clustering rules as well as the means to compare them.
A. MODULE CLUSTERING
The reason for Conway's law to appear is that closely coupled software modules are best maintained by the same developer team. In the context of Conway's law, the coupling emerges if a change in one module, e.g. in method signature, requires corresponding changes to be made in other, dependent modules. Such dependency can be tracked from various perspectives. Joblin et al. [11] propose to infer dependency from semantic similarity between software artifacts. More formal approach is based on static code analysis, which can be done with various accuracy. Ultimately, dependency can be sought in build and execution phases, by examining compilation and test case errors. Here we perform static code analysis, and compare results with semantic similarity approach, for a subset of projects.
To calculate precise metrics of module interdependence, profound static code analysis should be made that counts the number of places an interface is used elsewhere in the code. This is rather laborious task, yet its results may be doubtful, especially that the actual implementation of an interface can be passed dynamically to the caller at execution time. Instead, we propose a simplified approach that combines declared dependencies between source files with a heuristics for dependency weight calculation. For JS projects we use a simple static code analysis tool, called madge, 9 which detects require() statements needed by one module to make calls to another one. For Python projects, we use pydeps 10 package and executable. With these tools we are able to create a graph of module dependencies:
with M being a set of module names, or source file names, and R -a set of module or source file dependencies (graph edges). All dependencies found by madge and pydeps are binary. We propose to set dependency weight to a distance between files in directory structure e.g., if m 1 = src/crypto/hash.js and m 2 = src/fs/streams.js, then existing corresponding edge weight will be set to r 12 = 2 + 1 = 3 because it takes two directory traversals (../fs) to go from m 1 to m 2 location. We add 1 to distance-based metrics to avoid zero distances in the graph. Such metrics represents well the practice of code factorization across directory structure, where more distant modules usually make less function calls than collocated ones. Thus, S combines both software structure data, i.e., dependency and factorization. Assigning non-binary weights diversifies values of shortest 9 github.com/pahen/madge 10 github.com/davidfstr/pydeps paths between nodes in the graph and, consequently, makes clustering of the files work more smoothly. Files get bundled into groups gradually, as their distances differ subtly.
By grouping nodes of S we obtain modules partitioning that is alternative to primary factorization into directories. One of many possible ways to make such groups is to run hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm, with distance between merged groups being the average of pairwise distance of groups members [15] . The result is a matrix U of module-to-cluster assignment vectors, in subsequent clustering stages:
Initially, every module gets assigned its individual cluster,
On the other extreme, in the last grouping stage, all files are put in the same, single cluster, There are many approaches to so called clustering tree pruning, the more advanced based on some form of clustering accuracy metrics, like cophenetic distance [16] . We propose a two-criteria approach based on counting distances between file pairs that co-appear in a group, and counting complement of distances between file pairs that do not belong to the same group:
The two symbols, J TP and J TN , derive from true-positive and true-negative metrics for classification tasks. S is a proximity adjacency matrix for S made by inverting module distances, s ij = 1 r ij +1 . The indices J TP and J TN are constructed such that (3) grows monotonically, and (4) decreases monotonically, as clustering progresses, see Fig. 3 . A reasonable approach to combine them is to consider file clustering u that maximizes sum of J TP and J TN normalized to their maxima, as the optimal one. For instance, in case of Keras the sum reaches maximum for code partitioning into seven groups.
Our way to retrieve module coupling from static code analysis differs substantially from semantics-based methods applied in [11] . Following descriptions there, we have implemented a very similar algorithm with aim to compare both methods. Development of a reasonably working TF-IDF approach requires more a priori expert knowledge about the language being processed as well as the specifics 38472 VOLUME 7, 2019 of the project structure. For instance, preparation of stopwords, i.e., excluded words, is essential. We worked on the three Python projects, endowing the standard English corpus stopwords with Python keywords and most of words found in common copyright clauses. In fact, this set had to be extended further with ubiquitous project-specific keywords, as ''keras'' in case of Keras project; otherwise most of modules would appear very similar to each other.
Our limited, practical tests have shown that semantic grouping:
• results in low height dendrograms, i.e. modules look much more related;
• requires a rule for setting of similarity threshold (in [11] it was set to 0.6 for cosine distance, but no explanation was given for this value whatsoever);
• requires many other design decisions to be made, as the choice of variable name decomposition method, choice of code artifact to be linked (function, class, file etc.), or the choice of formula for calculation of semantic distance. These specifics can be actually considered as drawbacks of semantic coupling methods. Obviously, structural approach by us has its own, too, e.g., it may provide disjoint dependency graphs, and it relies on specialized third-party analysis software. However, it finds code relationships that are declarative and not inferred, as it is in semantic analysis case. Sample dendrograms for these two approaches are presented in Figs. 2a and b .
In order to obtain some quantitative estimation of how much the results of both methods are similar, we have found a 1:1 mapping between u and semantic groups that provides maximum intersection of sets in each pair of matched groups. (The idea is much like developer-to-module match presented later in Eqs. (10) and (11).) For Keras, such similarity score is 44%, for TensorFlow it is 26%, and for youtube-dl it amounts to 97%. The differences depend on the number of clusters in u (7, 8 and 2, respectively), but also on the structure of projects.
B. DEVELOPER CLUSTERING
In case of developers, the data describing their relationships analogously to codebase would be: developer teams organizational structure and communication log e.g. in form of change requests or task assignments. The earlier one is inexistent because of the crowdsourced nature of github.com project development. The latter one is usually VOLUME 7, 2019 incomplete and expressed informally in natural language, hence unreliable. This is why we exploit the history of commits, i.e., edits made to source files by developers. The git 11 command is able produce a commit log that can be used to construct a bipartite graph of developers activity on specific modules:
where D is a set of developers identified by their email addresses, and C is a set of edges that represent commits made by developers to files. , and perform hierarchical clustering the same way as for files, obtaining a matrix T of developer-to-cluster assignment vectors:
and apply formulae analogous to (3) and (4) to find optimal developer clustering, t . Exemplary grouping results for Keras projects are shown in Figs. 2c and 3b. Note that steps in grouping quality graph are caused by existence of many clusters of developers equally distant from each other.
C. MATCHING CLUSTERS
The gist of Conway's law is that software structure corresponds with organizational structure. With our approach, the two structures are represented specifically by u and t , but also by the assignments in the following final clustering stages:
until all modules and all developers end up in a single group, u |M | , t |D| . Here, N M and N D denote the numbers of final clustering stages, including the optimal ones. They are equal to the optimal number of groups of modules and developers, respectively. The numbers of groups for optimal clustering for modules and programmers do not have to be equal, and in practice it is not so. Usually, N M > N D because there are more modules to work on than programmers to do the job. Ideally, in order to estimate the correctness of Conway's law, we would look for the best identification of groups between u and t , and see 11 git-scm.com/docs/git how good it is. More formally, we need to find a mapping µ k of module group identifiers onto developer group identifiers
such that module groups identified with developer groups correspond best with the structure of commits graph H . Mappings belong to some mapping family, M. We could consider this family to be variations, V
, covering all possible mappings, but their number can be prohibitive. In case of Keras, it would be V 13 . This is why we want to reduce the number of file and developer clusters and use not u or t but clusterings a specific later clustering stage, N X = min (N D , N M , 10 ). This means we look for mapping for the optimal number of developer or file groups, whichever is less. Additionally, we limit the number of groups to ten. Let us denote the groupings there respectively, u + = u |D|−N X and t + = t |D|−N X . After such preprocessing, the numbers of clusters for programmers and modules are equal and moderate, which allows to examine all permutations as the mapping family.
Quality of a mapping is assessed using metrics similar to (3) and (4). For true-positive criterion, weights of H between modules and developers that get qualified to the same group are added. For true-negative criterion, moduledeveloper pairs belonging to different groups are counted with appropriate weights, as follows:
Indexes (10) and (11) form again a two-criteria space. We apply scalarization as for J TP and J TN , by summation of (10) and (11), after they have been normalized to their maxima. We denote u + transformed by such optimal mapping µ k asû. The optimal mapping and resulting group memberships (t + ,û) refer to a particular N X -last stage of clustering. It implies that we identify leafs of developer dendrogram with leafs of module dendrogram -both are pruned to leave N X groups. This absolutely does not guarantee that such optimal match will be maintained in the following grouping stages, until the final one. This is because file and developer groups existing at N X -last stage can be merged differently. To assess dendrograms similarity, for each final stage i > N X we calculate differences between dendrograms w.r.t. the optimal group assignments (t + ,û), cf. Fig. 4 . Let us denote the maximum relative discrepancy found in final clustering stages by
E.g., for stage shown in Fig. 4c it would be 14+4 23+14+4+2 ≈ 0.42 because only outermost groups on the antidiagonal can be identified with each other, for the provided dendrograms. Discrepancy values and variability in last grouping stages provide quantitative information about how consistent is software structure with organizational structure, i.e. how strongly Conway's law holds. 
IV. RESULTS
The graphs S, H and G, introduced previously, represent interactions between software modules, modules and developers, and developers, respectively. Let us examine their properties and their consequences for application of VOLUME 7, 2019 Conway law. Fig. 5a displays the dependency graph S for modules in Keras project, in circular layout. Most modules have just two dependencies found by pydeps, i.e. stay connected by only two edges with the others. On the other extreme, there exist graph nodes with many connections. Fig. 5b presents statistics for node degrees in standard form, on double logarithmic scale. The majority of degree-two modules is represented by the dot in upper left corner. The well connected nodes are located in lower right part, and correspond to __init.py__ files found in project subdirectories.
The dot pattern in Fig. 5b can be arranged around an imaginary descending line, which means that node degree distribution in module dependency graph may follow power law
where x is the node degree. Power law describes many social and natural phenomena, particularly node degree distribution in most social and technological networks, and is known for module dependency graphs [17] . In our case, α < 2; in this range P(x) has infinite mean. This is why we can observe existence of unusually well connected software modules, whose quality has huge impact on the whole project.
A. CODING EFFORT DISTRIBUTIONS
Interestingly, power law emerges also in the commits graph H . Since the graph is bipartite, we should consider degree distribution for nodes-modules and, separately, for nodes-developers. The earlier one models the number of developers that have worked on a module, cf. Fig. 6a . Points in each line represent the number of modules that received commits from at least 1, 2, and so on, developers -i.e., the complementary cumulative sums. Such representation guarantees better visibility of data than a simple log-log plot like in Fig. 5b , especially in the tail part. The distributions of effort (in sense of the number of developers) put in modules development are surprisingly similar for most of our projects, with power law exponent α around the value of 2.2. This is a typical value for most complex networks, and indeed we frequently witness files that have been worked on by about ten developers. (Keras project, considered so far as an example, has smaller α and it turns out to be an exception here.) Graphs for bigger projects, NodeJS and youtube-dl, are similar to others in their middle part, but they are naturally shifted to the right. Thanks to that, they reveal their flat initial parts -apparently, the number of modules that have received extremely few commits is low. We see that the attention paid by programmers to modules is definitely distributed unevenly -in case of NodeJS project, nearly thirty programmers tampered with a single module. Work of such a big team of developers is probably difficult to manage and prone to errors, yet we see it as a rule rather than exception, at least for projects hosted on github.com.
Degree distribution of nodes-developers is shown in Fig. 6b . Like in Fig. 6a , their involvement is typically limited to 1 or 2 modules, and follows similar pattern, however with α around value of 1.5, i.e. similar to module dependency network. Such small value of α would, theoretically, lead to existence of super-developers that commit to majority of modules, regardless the size of the project. However, human activity has its limits, and they appear as a sudden plunge of charts for NodeJS and youtube-dl projects. Such bounds on distributions have been also observed in [11] . Nevertheless, the top active NodeJS developers (rtrott@gmail.com, jasnell@gmail.com) have made commits to more than a thousand files each! Activity of developers on modules is also shown in Fig. 7 , in the form of adjacency matrices H.
B. OPTIMAL MAPPINGS
Once the optimal identification (t + ,û) of developer and module groups is found, matrix H can be rearranged so that grouped developers and modules appear together, as in Fig. 8a , where group boundaries are drawn by horizontal and vertical lines. Here we used dot sizes rather than color saturation to represent effort by a developer on a module. We can observe effects of power law distribution of nodes in graph H : there exist well connected and popular files, like those in first and second columns, which constitute the core group of first four columns. They attract most developers; consequently, one-third of files and more than half of developers get associated. In Conway parlance, they should form one team. In social networks parlance, it leads to creation of one huge group of strongly collaborating developers and connected modules (the core), plus a number of much smaller groups consisting of just one developer or just one file (the periphery). The remaining associations are residual: an extremely popular file in the last column attracts another group of four developers.
Since the optimal mapping procedure forcibly identifies a single developer group with a single module group, programmers from the huge group get assigned to one module group only, despite most of them have committed to more than only that group. As a consequence, many module groups get matched to none or just one programmer despite major number of their commits coming from elsewhere. Such is the nature of considered networks, and using different dendrogram pruning methods does not change the outcome essentially. Note that neither the approach of one-to-one identification of developer and module groups is to be blamed: if some more elastic mapping were used, it would inevitably led to association of all module groups with the huge developer group -a result which is trivial because it does not bring us to any further conclusions.
Keras and Airbnb cases are special with regard to developer to module ratio. In all other examined projects the number of modules was much bigger than developers. Nevertheless, conclusions are the same; cf. Fig. 9 where module-todeveloper adjacency matrices with grouping lines are given analogously to Fig. 8a . Invariantly, big fraction of developers gets clustered into one huge group. Such a disproportionate group is associated with the biggest cluster of modules, which is also disproportionate due to scale-free nature of source code and collaboration. This mapping is represented by big clouds of green dots. We find that such imbalanced pattern of grouping for developers is inherent to all projects; developer collaboration graph G is indeed connected but distinctly composed of tightly knit core and sparse periphery.
C. DISCREPANCIES OF DENDROGRAMS
In Fig. 8a and 9 , we ordered groups of modules and developers by their cardinalities, to show presence of powerlaw distributions, and arranged them so that matched groups are on the antidiagonal, like in Fig. 4 . However, to demonstrate differences of dendrograms it is better to collapse the view to group level -as it is done in Fig. 8b and 11 . The data are as in Fig. 8a , but now dots stand for overall involvement of groups of developers in groups of modules. Rows and columns have been rearranged so that matched groups still stay on the antidiagonal and dendrogram of developers does not have intersections. Note that only first three matches are successful in Fig. 8b ; the rest of antidiagonal is empty, which means that groups of developers could not be successfully associated with groups of modules (and therefore the Conway law does not hold fully).
Module dendrogram does not look similar to developer dendrogram at all, cf. Fig. 10b-c . It would be difficult to display tree discrepancy as clearly as in Fig. 4 for larger projects. Discrepancies and best group fits get compared for all projects in Tab. 2 with other project features, presented already partially in Tab. 1. Discrepancy values differ much; in general, higher discrepancies are observed for projects where N X is large, because it leaves more room for diverse clustering trees in final grouping stages. However, there must exist other factors, too: e.g. NodeJS and youtube-dl projects are very similar in size, yet the similarity of dendrograms is much better for the earlier. 
V. CONCLUSION
The main aim of this study was to provide metrics to verify Conway's law for open source projects, which are already known for the complex nature of developer collaboration networks. We examined eight projects hosted by github.com and reconstructed separate networks of modules dependency and of developers collaboration for each project. The results show that all networks are scale-free i.e., code design as well as spontaneous collaboration lead to emergence of high degree nodes (however, power law distribution for collaboration network is bounded). While this phenomenon has been observed for each type of networks separately [11] , [17] , we examine it jointly in the context of Conway's law, by matching groups of developers with groups of software modules.
In our approach, software and developers separately get hierarchically clustered by a standard routine, whereas we propose specific distance metrics for this process. Also, we propose an approach to find optimal number of clusters of software and programmers. Next, a procedure is developed to identify clusters of the two kinds with each other, in line with Conway's assumptions. Finally, quality of such match is evaluated by comparing shapes of developer and module dendrograms.
Our study shows that due to power law distributions in both networks most of nodes get qualified to a single huge cluster in the optimal solution. This apparently denies Conway's law who advocated separation of code and staff into well isolated groups, which would guarantee efficient code updates, and was therefore claimed to be a cornerstone for successful projects. Although Conway's law hardly holds, the examined projects are a success. This paradox may be explained in three ways:
1) There may exist efficient organizational structures alternative to the one than found and explained by Conway. For instance, contemporary groupwork software can efficiently organize collaboration of many developers on modules that once were considered bottlenecks. 2) A more refined analysis of the data is needed that takes into account temporal aspects and applies clustering and cluster identification methods that have not been tested by us. However, works in this direction [11] did not bring so far substantial findings. 3) Conway's law holds, however not for module dependencies but task dependencies. Such opinion is expressed in [18] ; the authors claim close developer cooperation happens in task context mainly. For instance, bug tracking may require inspection and fixing seemingly unrelated modules. Our work cannot verify such opinion just because collaboration network is our source of inferred organizational structure.
